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I. INTRODUCTION
EARLIER work has shown that the average chiasma frequencies found
in p.m.c. of rye plants are subject to the control of the genotype (Rees,
i955 and b). It has also been established that the control is polygenic,
except in rare cases where a single recessive gen.e may cause asynapsis
(Prakken, 1943). Something of the nature of this polygenic control
becomes evident from the results of inbreeding experiments which
have been carried out in this species (Lamm, 1936; Muntzing and
Akdik, 1948). Normal rye populations outbreed and hence comprise
genotypes which are partially heterozygous. It was found that
inbreeding led to a reduction in chiasma frequency, and often to
failure of metaphase pairing. Efficient chiasma formation thus
depends upon a genetic balance achieved through polygenes in
partially heterozygous combinations. The experiment to be described
was carried out to discover how such a system of genes operates. For
this purpose a sample of homozygous inbred lines were crossed in a
number of combinations and the results from parent lines and their
F1s have been analysed using, as far as possible, the techniques
available for investigating continuous variation.

We are concerned with the effects of crossing homozygotes on two
different aspects of the variation in chiasma frequency. In the first
place we need to discover in what manner this affects the mean
frequency of chiasmata in p.m.c. of different genotypes. In the
second place we can investigate the environmental, non-heritable,
variation in the chiasma frequency of p.m.c., and in particular we
can compare the extent of such variation in homozygotes and hetero-
zygotes. For studying this non-heritable component of variation
chiasma frequency is a particularly useful character, because the
variation can be measured at three levels (i) between plants of the
same genotype. (ii) between p.m.c. within plants, and (iii) between
bivalents within p.m.c. From such investigations we can hope to
gain a better understanding of the genetic and physiological inter-
relations which govern the expression of chiasma frequency as a
property of the nuclear phenotypes at meiosis.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
Chiasma frequency was scored in o 'p.m.c. in each plant, and from this scoring

three metrics were derived :—
i. The plant chiasma frequency, which is expressed as the average per bivalent

(cf. Rees, l.c.) of the o cells scored.
409
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2. The cell variance, which is the variance—with i 9 degrees of freedom—
between the p.rn.c. in chiasma frequency per bivalent.. The bivalent variance, being the variance in chiasma frequency—with
120 degrees of freedom (there being seven bivalents, and therefore six
comparisons, in each of the 20 pm.c.)—between bivalents within p.m.c.

TABLE r
Plant chiasma frequencies, cell variances and bivalent variances in

the inbred lines grown in 1954

Plant

P3

I 2 3 4 5 6 8

Chiasmafrequency .
Cell variance . .
Bivalent variance .

P864 i886 1836 1-871 1-857 I793 1-843 x-886 1-850
oo67 oo99 o124 0I79 0105 0128 0209 0159 0203
o2o9 o,86 0157 o136 0-193 o-i88 0205 0193 0-183

Plant

Pi3

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chiasma frequency .

Cell variance . .
Cell bivalent . .

P6i P750 P529 P550 1-807 1-850 P729 P871 P821
0320 0-359 0332 0-365 0260 0203 0224 01o4 0209
0290 0245 0338 o43I 0174 0200 0212 o,8i o2o5

Plant

P6

I 2 3 4 5 6 8

Chiasmafrequency P714 1-650 P77! P586 i•6o P764 P729 P729 p8oo
Cell variance . oo91 oq58 0-126 o86 0-789 0•200 o•2o9 0-164 0171
Cell bivalent . 0224 0-29! 0219 0-264 0224 0195 0264 0-27! 0176

Plant

P12

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 50

Chiasmafrequency .
Cell variance . .
Cell bivalent . .

i-6o 1743 I75o I•764 1-607 17oo 1-743 P593 P693 P771
0-353 0-174 0-224 0-365 o224 0239 0129 cP26O 0-200 0o96
0332 0245 0250 o254 0343 0374 0-286 0'34o 0217 0207

All means and variances for convenience are expressed in terms of the chiasma
frequency per bivalent.

The lines have been inbred by self pollination for more than 20 generations
and are assumed to be virtually homozygous. The four lines used in the diallel
experiment to be described were crossed in all combinations to produce six F,
families. Because of shortage the seed from reciprocal Crosses was pooled and the
plants scored without reference to the way in which the cross was made.
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3. HETEROSIS

The chiasma frequency distributions in the parent lines and
their F1s are shown in tables i and 2 and in fig. i. We may note in
respect of the mean values of lines and F1s the following features :—

(i) The lines differ from one another (P = <ooi).

INBRED LINES

P3 : 854 j..uuIIuII V: 00008

P6 :l7IO — V:O0O48
P12 :I70I V:00042

P13 H725 _______________ V:00 167

Fi
3 x 6 i:2033 V:OOOOl .1..

3 * I 2 5: 2O72 V: 000 I 2

3 x 13 :2086 V:oo00i L
6 x 12 :2044 V:00007

6 X 13 :2036 V:00006 L
12x 13 :2069 V:000O5

5 1:5 16 ': I8 1:9 2:0 21
L0 MEAN XA. FREQUENCY

Fin. x .—The distributions of plant chiasrna frequencies in four inbred lines and their
F1s. The F1 families have higher means than the inbred lines. Means () and variances
(V) are listed. The vertical scale for the histograms is at the bottom, left. Xa=
chiasma.
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(2) All Fs have higher means than the inbred lines (P = <oooi).
() The F1s differ from one another (P = <oooi).

TABLE 2
Plant chiasma frequencies, cell variances and bivalent variances in

the F1 families grown Zfl 1954

Plant

3X 13

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Chiasma frequency 20g3 207I 2107 2086 2086 2079 ao86
Cell variance . o1o9 o038 0073 0111 0051 O052 oo8i
Bivalent variance oo8i 0I38 0217 0140 0.100 0093 0095

Plant

6x i

i 2 6 7 8 g io

Chiasma frequency .

Cell variance . .
Bivalent variance .

2043 2029 202I 2007 202I 2079 2029 207I 2007 2050
o047 0084 oo64 0037 0094 o•o67 0084 0083 0097 0245
O057 oo86 0097 oo52 oIIo oogi oo86 orI4 oo68 o167

Plant

3x6 12X13

i 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

Chiasma frequency .

Ceilvariance .
Bivalent variance .

2043 2o36 2043 20I4 2029
oi oii8 o167 o1o4 o144
0I45 o138 0105 oi6 0109

2071 2050 2100 2043 2079
o218 oo 0122 0092 0097
0I43 0090 o.i69 0200 0102

3X 12

Plant I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chiasma frequency
Cell variance .

Bivalent variance

.

.

.

2i07
0133

2086
o262
0200

2064
0127
oi8

2129
0.119
o162

2071
0I43
oI55

202I
oz85
0179

2057
oo8i
oioo

2043
0137
oI59

6x 12

Plant 1 2 3 6 7

Chiasnia frequency
Cell variance .
Bivalent variance

.

.

.
2007oi
oio

2036
oI64
oq48

2086
0217
0191

2050
o.r8
0143

202i
0I25
0071

2050
0109
0105

2057
oo8z
oo83

(i) evidently reflects genotypic differences between the lines which
have been noted elsewhere (Rees, l.c.) and which need not be discussed
further here.

(2) and () we need to consider in some detail.
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The higher values in heterozygous F,s clearly demonstrate heterosis
for chiasma frequency. Since inbreeding in rye reduces the chiasma
frequency and crossing inbred lines restores the higher values, it follows,
as already pointed out, that in the F1 hybrids and in population plants
the high average chiasma frequency must depend on genetic balance
in heterozygous genotypes. It will be seen, however, that, although
all the F,s exhibit heterosis, particular heterozygotes express heterosis
to different degrees : not all the heterozygous combinations are

-002

004

•006

P3 ,c

Fin. 2.—The covariance-variance graph of chiasma frequency in the diallel cross. The
dotted line represents a slope of i. Explanation in text.

balanced to the same extent either in the F,s above, or in population
plants (cf. Muntzing and Prakken, 1941).

The average efficiency of the population heterozygotes will
evidently have been achieved under the influence of natural selection.
We need now to inquire by what kind of gene interactions, allelic or
non-allelic, such an efficiency is achieved and maintained. It is an
important consideration because the answer would tell us how genetic
recombination, through chiasma frequency, may be regulated in
normal populations of outbreeding individuals.

Recently a method for detecting allelic and non-allelic interaction
in diallel crosses of the kind we are dealing with has been developed

-006 31 P12

P004 P6 x

-002

+

Wv 0

31 p13

-0I -03
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by Jinks (i) and Hayman The interactions are identified
by plotting the variance of the offspring means (Vr) against the
covariance (Wr) of the offspring family means with the means of
the non-recurrent parents. This has been done with our data in
fig. 2. The basis of interpreting the graph is described fully by the
authors in the papers referred to above. The conclusions to be. drawn
from the graph are briefly :—

(i) There is high average "overdominance ", since the regression
line, which is significant, intersects the Wr axis below the
origin. The order of average dominance is P3, P,3, P6
and P12, P3 being the most dominant.

(ii) There is evidence of non-allelic interaction because the slope
of the Wr/Vr line is significantly different from i (P
o o5-o O2).

It appears therefore that the apparent overdominance in mean
chiasma frequency is at least partly due to non-allelic gene interaction,
as indeed we might have expected on the basis of Jinks' analyses of
heterosis involving a number of characters showing" overdominance"
in a wide range of species (Jinks, 1955).

4. VARIATION WITHIN LINES AND F1s
The chiasma variation within the F,s and within the lines is

between similar genotypes, so that we are here concerned with non-
heritable differences. These differences arise through variation in
uncontrolled environmental conditions under which the plants grow,
though just what these variable conditions are is not easy to ascertain
with any certainty. Weather changes from day to day are known to
affect chiasma frequency (e.g. Mather, 1935), but in this instance
such changes are of small importance, the effect of fixing on different
days being insignificant. It is probable that the growth history of
the plant over a long period may be reflected in the activities of the
chromosomes at meiosis. There is for instance some evidence from
another experiment that growing rye plants in different parts of the
field may affect the chiasma frequency (Thompson, unpub.).

Whatever the factors causing the variation there is no doubt, as
has been recently pointed out (Rees, r955b) that the amount of
variation between plants measured as the variance is much greater
in the homozygous lines than in the heterozygous F1s (fig. i). This
we have interpreted as reflecting the greater developmental stability,
or homeostasis (see Lerner, 1954) of the heterozygotes in respect of
chiasma frequencies.

Comparable proof of the greater stability of the heterozygotes is
obtained when we consider the variation between cells within F1
plants, and within inbred plants. The average variances are presented
in table 3. Similarly when we consider the variation between bivalents
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within p.m.c. (table 4). Both between p.m.c. and within p.m.c.
the variation is significantly greater (P = <ooor) in the homozygotes.

While the distinction between heterozygotes and homozygotes is
clear enough, high means and low variances, low means and high

TABLE 3
The average cell variances in the inbred lines and F, families

P3 P6 P12 P13

P3 0141 0131 0148 0074
P6 0307 0I46 0090
P12 0226 0125
P13 0264

variances respectively, there now arises the problem of the extent to
which these variables are dependent upo.n each other. For example,
does the degree of stability as measured by chiasma variation under
a given range of growing conditions depend directly on the amount of

TABLE 4
The average bivalent variances in the inbred lines and the F1 families

P3 P6 P12 Pi3

P3 0183 0133 0170 O123
P6 0236 O12O 0093
P12 0285 O141
P13 0'253

heterozygosity of the genotype? Is it dependent to any extent on the
mean chiasma frequency? We shall try to answer such questions
in the following sections. At the same time it will be necessary to
attempt to explain in physiological and genetical terms the basis for
the variation between nuclei of identical genotypes.

(I) Plant variation

The variation in chiasma frequency between plants, as we have
seen, is greater within the inbred lines than F1s. There are, however,
considerable and highly significant differences between the amounts
of variation in different lines. The Bartlett test of homogeneity of
the variances, which are listed in fig. i, gives a X213] = I5571 (P =
o.oi-o.ooi). Evidently this reflects genotypic diversity in respect of
the stability properties of the inbred lines. Since the inbred lines are,
virtually, homozygous this diversity cannot be related to varying
degrees of hybridity. Neither are the line variances correlated, to
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any appreciable extent at least, with the mean chiasma frequencies
the regression of line means and line variances is not, in fact, significant
(see below).

Item SS N MS VR P

Regression . .

Error . . .

Total .

OO3OI97

oI23IO3

I

2

OO3O197

oo61551

<iSo

...

Not significant

...

OI533OO 3 ... ... ...

These observations have been confirmed in the data from the
five inbred lines which were scored in 1952 (see Rees, x 955a). The
data are given in table 5. Four of these lines were each represented
by a pair of sub lines. The Bartlett test showed a significant difference
in variances between lines (X2[4) 9641, P = 0.05-0.02) and no
significant difference within lines, i.e. between sub lines (X2[41 = 2 3o8,
P = 0.70-0.50). The regression between line means and line variances,
as for the 1954 data, is not significant. The between plant variances
for the six F, families are not significantly different.

Taking into account therefore the data from the two years it would
appear that stability in the inbred lines, measured as the variation in
chiasma frequency between plants, is determined by the particular
homozygous genotypic combination. At the same time, while some
homozygous genotypes show greater stability than others, generally
they show less stability than the heterozygous F1s. Finally we have
shown that this variation is, at least largely, independent of the mean
chiasma frequency.

(H) Cell variation
The distributions of cell variances (ig data) are significantly

different between inbred lines (P = <oooi). As for plant variation,
it therefore appears that the amount of variation between p.m.c. in
an anther is subject to the control of the genotype, and can vary between
genotypes of equal hybridity.

This Variation between the p.m.c. within a plant is not independent
of the chiasma frequency. Within lines there is a strong and significant
negative correlation between them (see table i). Below is the joint
regression analysis of variance which enables us to compare the

Item SS N MS VR P

Joint regression . . .

Heterogeneity of regressions .
Heterogeneity of line means

(Xta)
Error . . . . .

Total . . . .

05308
o561o
i 4OO5

P0737

I
3
3

29

05308
o.i87o
o4668

OO37o

14336
5o5I

i 26o9

...

<oooI
001-0001

<0.005

,..

35660 36 ... ... ...
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relationships between chiasrna frequencies and cell variances in the
four lines. The joint regression item is highly significant. It will

TABLE 5
Plant chiasma frequencies, cell variances and bioalent variances in floe inbred lines grown in

1952. Four of the lines are each represented by a pair of sub-lines

Plant

P2

1 2 3 4 5

Chiasnia frequency 2-043 2-079 u-og 2'014 1-786
Cell variance . 0393 0263 0332 0074 0459
Bivalent variance 0-269 0360 0312 0338 0271

Plant

P4 P5

I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

Chiasma frequency -

Cell variance . .
Bivalentvariance .

P736 P57! 1-7001-450 1786
0500 0-57! 0-329 0-485 0218
0-348 0-445 0-326 0-362 0312

P414 1.764 P543 P686 P736
P352 0-260 o686 0445 0500
0402 0077 0381 0-264 0281

Plant

P7 P8

1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

Chiasrnafrequency .

Cell variance . .
Bivalent variance .

P764 1-764 P779 P743 1871
0455 0230 0413 0'490 0224
0455 0474 0'436 0529 0329

P643 P721 1-67! P829 P729
0'429 0458 0-693 0'250 0420
0533 o'429 0-464 0-376 0-364

Plant

P,3 P,4

1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

Chiasmafrequency -

Cell variance . .

flivalent variance .

1-900 P979 1,914 I•879 P971
o'o8 0-455 0-217 0-470 0220
0-357 0-419 0-374 0'450 0431

1-864 1'900 2036 I'850 P957
1-398 0-393 0254 0443 0317
0357 0276 0'250 0379 0314

Plant

P17 Pi8

1 3 4 8 I 2 3 8

Chiasma frequency -

Cell variance . .
Bivalent variance .

1-679 P571 1.636 P714 1-664
o-84 0.3,6 0-248 0301 0-455
0-310 0336 0331 0-391 0338

P52! 1-664 1629 P643 1-750
0'320 0290 0'232 0278 0404
0'391 0'314 0'319 0-29! 0305

also be observed that the sum of squares for heterogeneity is significant,
which argues that although the lines show the same general physio-
logical relationship between cell variation and chiasma frequency,
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the rate of change of one relative to the other is not the same for
every line. This may justifiably be attributed to genotypic causes.

Analysis of the i 952 data gives the same results except that the
sum of squares for heterogeneity of regressions was not quite significant
(P = o2-OO5).

The negative correlation between cell variances and plant chiasma
frequencies within families suggests the possibility of a causal relation-
ship between the two properties. We have in fact obtained good
evidence for such a relationship from an investigation of the chiasma
distributions of large numbers of p.m.c. of inbred plants. The

INBRED Fi

____________ I

4 6 8 tO 12 14 16 12 4 16

Fin. 3.—The distributions of chiasma frequencies in ioo p.m.c. in an inbred plant and
in an F1 plant. In the F1 the mean is higher and the spread smaller. In the inbred
plant the distribution is significantly skew. Chiasmata per cell on the horizontal scales.

distribution curves of chiasma frequencies of ioo p.m.c. in each of
nine plants from three lines were plotted. In general these curves
show (x) a longer tail towards the lower values, and (2) a steep slope
at the higher end (fig. 3). In three of the plants the skewness of the
distributions is highly significant (P = <oooI).

These curves indicate a stricter limitation to the development of
cells with high rather than with low frequencies. There is an upper
limit in the number of chiasmata per cell (cf. Mather, 1936). From
these observations it would follow that an increase in variation arising
within an anther is more likely to be in the direction of cells with
fewer chiasmata ; and so the greater the variation between cells the
lower the plant chiasma frequency. In these inbred lines therefore
a high degree of stability in development, as measured by cell variances

I
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results in a higher mean, and vice versa. We do not suggest that the
amount of cell variation is the only factor affecting the plant chiasma
frequency. Thus the regressions between the mean chiasma frequencies
of lines and the mean cell variances of lines are not significant, either
for the 1954 or 1952 data.

The relation found here between the degree of stability of body
parts and mean values of character expression is not of course universal
(cf. asymmetry in flies, Mather, 1953). It depends in this instance
on the upper limit imposed upon the expression of chiasma frequencies
in the p.m.c.

In the F, families the chief difference from the inbred lines is
that the cell variances are smaller (table 3, fig. 3). As in the inbred
lines (i) there are significant differences between families (P = oo5-
o.oi), (2) there is no significant regression between the mean cell
variances of families and the mean chiasma frequencies of families.
In contrast to the inbred lines, however, we find the regression between
cell variances and chiasma frequencies within families is not significant.

When we seek to explain the material basis for the variation
between p.m.c. within an anther we can, as pointed out earlier, rule
out variation in nuclear genotypes within it, since the nuclei must be
genetically identical. The variation must result from differences
arising outside the nuclei, in the cytoplasm, which affect their
behaviour. These cytoplasmic differences are initiated no doubt
by local environmental fluctuations within the anther. In those
anthers where the cytoplasm is more resistant to qualitative changes,
and therefore more uniform, under a given set of growing conditions
the p.m.c. variation will be low and the average chiasma frequency
consequently relatively high. Furthermore we conclude that since
cell variation varies between lines and families the extent of this
variation arising in the cytoplasm is under the influence of the genotype.

(iii) Bivalent variation
The distributions of bivalent variances within cells again are

significantly different between the lines (P <oooi). Within lines
bivalent variances, like cell variances, are negatively correlated with
the chiasma frequencies (P = <oooz). Between lines the regression
between average variances and average chiasma frequencies is not
significant. In the F,s also the situation is much the same as for cell
variances, (i) the bivalent variances are smaller (table 3), () the
families show significant differences (P = o.ox-o.ooi), and () the
regressions between chiasma frequencies and bivalent variances are
not significant either within families or between family averages. It
will be seen that differences in bivalent variances between genotypes
(e.g. of inbred lines) can, like differences in cell variances, be in-
dependent of the degree of hybridity.

Many factors are known to affect variation in chiasma frequency
between bivalents within p.m.c. (cf. Darlington, 1937). These
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depend upon (x) genetic (including structural) differences between
chromosome pairs, and (2) the cytoplasmic environment of p.m.c.
nuclei before or during the early stages of meiosis. The latter may
be modified by the genotype or by external conditions. A likely
explanation for the genotypic differences in the present experiment
has been suggested to us by Professor Darlington, viz, that the pre-
pachytene pairing arrangement of homologous chromosomes within
the nucleus may be less regular in some genotypes than in others.
Such irregularity might even begin as early as the pre-meiotic telo-
phase. Most probably the regularity in chromosome arrangement
would depend on the cytoplasmic environment within the cell, and
this would vary between genotypes. On this view arrangement would,
in general, be irregular in homozygotes, regular in heterozygotes.

It was pointed out earlier that bivalent variances and chiasma
frequencies are negatively correlated between plants within inbred
lines. This has been shown in another way. Regressions were
calculated between the twenty p.m.c. bivalent variances and chiasma
frequencies scored within single anthers. The mean regression for
eight inbred plants (two at random from each line) is significant
(P = <oooi). This relation between the chiasma frequency and
the bivalent variation in inbred lines is not surprising if, as suggested
above, bivalent variation in the inbred plants results from irregularity
in pairing arrangement : the more irregular the pairing the lower
we should expect the chiasma frequency to be. Earlier it was postulated
that chiasma variation between p.m.c. within an anther was due to
cytoplasmic variation between the cells. It may reasonably be
assumed this operates at least to some extent by influencing the
pairing arrangements of the chromosomes.

The relation between bivalent variation and p.m.c. chiasma
frequency is, however, by no means simple and direct. We find, for
example, an entirely different situation within ant hers of F1 plants
where regression analyses demonstrate a significant positive correlation
between bivalent variances and p.m.c. chiasma frequencies. If
pairing arrangements in F1 p.m.c. are regular, other factors, such as
genetic differences between bivalents, would be more clearly revealed,
and may well be responsible for the variation.

5. DIALLEL ANALYSES INVOLVING THE VARIANCES

By comparing lines and families we have shown that developmental
stability in respect of chiasmata, in whichever of the three ways we
measured it, is strongly subject to genotypic control. An important
question which then arises is whether stability measured at these
three different levels is controlled by the same gene system. It is
possible to gain information on this point by plotting Wr/Vr graphs
using the variances as our metrics. A comparison of these graphs
will then show whether the inheritance is the same for each variance.
The graphs are shown in fig. 4.
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For plant variances the regression line, which is significant (P
ooI-oooI) passes near to the origin and its slope is not significantly
different from i. There is thus no evidence for non-allelic interaction
or for "overdominance ". The order of average dominance is P12,
P3, P6, Pi3.

The Wr/Vr regression line for cell variances, which is also signifi-
cant, passes below the point of origin, indicating "overdominance ".
The slope (b o558) is significantly different from i (P = 0.02-0.01),

'0006

a

+

• 0004

0002

Wr 0 *p 0002tic
P12 Vr

0004 0006

icPI3

.00

Fio. 4.—The covariance (Wr)-variance (Vr) graphs of variances between (a) plants, (b)
cells and (c) bivalents in the diallel cross. The dotted line in each case represents a
slope of x, the solid line the Wr-Vr regression. Explanation in text.

and therefore is evidence for non-allelic interaction. In both these
respects the inheritance of cell variances is different from plant
variances. In addition, the order of dominance is not the same,
being P3, P12, Pi3, P6.

With regard to bivalent variances the Wr/Vr line is not significant.
This possibly may be accounted for by strong interaction in certain
genotypes. Other causes, however, may be responsible and no definite
conclusions can be drawn from the graph in respect of the inheritance
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of this property. We may note, however, that the order of dominance
distinguishes it from the other two (P3, P6, Pi3, P12).

It is evident from these facts that chiasma variation at one level
is not controlled in a way identical to that exercised at other levels.
Indeed our evidence strongly indicates the control to be at least partly
different for each variance.

It will also be seen that these graphs differ from that for mean
chiasma frequency (fig. 2), either in slope or dominance relationships.
This supports the earlier evidence, vie. the absence of significant
regressions between mean chiasma frequencies and variances of inbred
lines and F1 families, that the variances can be at least partly in-
dependent of the mean in inheritance. The independence of mean
and variances in inheritance is of course not incompatible with their
physiological correlation. For example, it has been shown earlier
that cell variances and chiasma frequencies are negatively correlated
within lines by virtue of a more or less well defined " upper limit"
to the number of chiasmata per cell. Despite this physiological
relationship the mean can vary independently of the variance in
different genotypes where, for instance, the " upper limits" are
different.

6. GENETIC RECOMBINATION AND NATURAL SELECTION
In chiasma frequency the two main features that distinguish rye

heterozygous genotypes from homozygotes are (i) the average per
plant is higher, and (2) the variation between cells and bivalents
within plants (cf. Lamm, 1936), and between plants of the same
genotype, is smaller. The smaller variation in heterozygotes, within
plants, and between plants of the same family, both reflect greater
stability in development. It has been shown that, although this kind
of variation is initiated by environmental fluctuations, the amount
of Variation exhibited depends on the particular genotype. Now
heterozygous genotypes in general show less variation, i.e. show
greater stability, than homozygotes. But it cannot be the degree of
hybridity in itself which directly determines this, because inbred
lines equally homozygous show different degrees of stability. This
view agrees with the conclusions of Jinks and Mather (i) based
on evidence from .Mcotiana rustica, a partial inbreeder, and from
Drosophila melanogaster (Mather, 1954). It appears therefore, as these
authors point out, that the high degree of developmental stability
(associated in this case with rye heterozygotes) has been achieved
by the action of natural selection for particular, balanced, genic
combinations.

There is no doubt that plant chiasma frequencies, and hence the
average amount of genetic recombination in a population is adjusted
by natural selection, and thereby controls the release of variability
in that population. We can now also see how the range of recombina-
tion values of gametes produced by the same genotype may be adjusted,
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and this to some extent at least independently of the mean frequency.
First, the variation between p.m.c. within a plant can be controlled.
Secondly, there can be control of the manner in which chiasmata are
distributed between the bivalents within p.m.c. such that the chiasmata
are more, or less, equally shared by the bivalents. Both adjustments
within the anther would affect the variety of gametes produced. The
mechanism of this control, we have suggested, acts via the cytoplasm.
Since the amount of cell and bivalent variation is relatively small
in heterozygotes, we conclude that a relative uniformity between
gametes in respect of recombination is an adaptive feature of rye
populations.

It must be noted that although we may regard the large degree
of environmentally induced variation between plants, cells and
bivalents in inbred genotypes as reflecting developmental instability,
the very mechanism of this instability can be controlled in such a
way as to regulate the recombination properties of a population.
We may sum up by saying that genetic recombination is subject to
the control of the genotype at three levels, the plant, the cell and the
bivalent, at any of which the values are capable of adjustment by
natural selection.

7. SUMMARY

i. Four inbred lines of rye were crossed in all combinations and
the chiasma frequency was scored in the parent lines and the six F1
families. The average chiasma frequencies are higher in the F1
heterozygotes than in the homozygous lines : the F1s exhibit heterosis
for chiasma frequency.

2. The inheritance of plant chiasma frequency shows apparent
"overdominance" in F1. This is in part at least explained by non-
allelic interaction.

3. Analysis of environmentally induced variation, measured by
comparisons within identical genotypes, gave the following results

(i) There is less variation between plants within F1 families than
within inbred lines.

(2) There is less variation between p.m.c. and between bivalents
within p.m.c. in heterozygotes than in homozygotes.

Thus, in respect of chiasma frequencies, under the conditions of
the experiment the heterozygous genotypes show greater stability
in development than the homozygotes.. Inbred lines equally homozygous differ in stability. Stability
therefore is not simply related to the degree of hybridity of the
genotype.

5. Stability, measured as the variation between plants, between
cells and between bivalents is genotypically controlled; but the
control is not the same for the variation shown at these three levels.

The gene system controlling the mean plant chiasma frequency is also
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different, so that variances and means, to some extent at least, can
show independence in inheritance.

6. It is postulated that variation in chiasma frequency between
p.m.c. results from intercellular variation in the cytoplasm which
influences chiasma formation. This cytoplasmic variation is much
less in heterozygotes than in homozygotes. It also varies between
inbred lines.

7. Within inbred lines chiasma frequencies are negatively correlated
with cell variances. On our view this means that within an inbred
line cytoplasmic variation between cells is greatest in plants with the
lower chiasma frequencies.

8. It is also demonstrated that the chiasma frequency per cell in
an inbred plant has an upper limit. An increase in cell variation
therefore lowers the mean, and this explains the negative correlation.

9. Bivalent variances, like cell variances, are negatively correlated
with chiasma frequencies within inbred lines. The bivalent variation
and the correlation with chiasma frequency may, in part, be explained
in terms of irregularity of pre-pachytene pairing.

10. It is concluded that selective adjustment in chiasma frequency
and hence in genetic recombination is possible at the three levels of
plant, cell and bivalent.
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